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Abstract

Introduction The attitude towards patient involvement in clinical research has changed dramatically over the years, from research about patient to research with patients. This qualitative study aimed to explore perceptions, ideas, and opinions of stakeholders about integrating the patient perspective into clinical research in infectious diseases in the Netherlands.

Methods Stakeholders involved with clinical research in infectious diseases were purposefully sampled between March and June 2023. Interviews were conducted using a semi-structured guide based on the Consolidated Framework for Intervention Research and feasibility framework.

Results Of the thirteen stakeholders, six were (clinical) researchers, two represented pharmaceutical companies, two were involved with policy making, and three were patient representatives. Patient involvement in the design and conduct of clinical research in infectious diseases was seen as crucial, although the mode of involvement could differ between research in acute and chronic infections. Stakeholders observed a gap among patients and clinical researchers, which was believed to lead to a phenomenon described as an ivory tower. Key opinion leaders may potentially bridge these barriers and serve as protagonists for meaningful patient involvement. Stakeholders acknowledged the need of communication and expertise to integrate the patient perspective in clinical research in infectious diseases.

Conclusion Our qualitative analysis underlines that despite barriers, such as communication and expertise, stakeholders recognize the importance of integrating the patient perspective in clinical research in infectious diseases to improve the quality, relevance, recruitment, and dissemination. Further research is needed to address distinctions between acute and chronic infectious diseases in terms of patient involvement.
Introduction

The perspective towards involving patients in clinical research has changed dramatically over the years, changing from research about patient to research with patients (1-5). Integrating the perspective of patients in clinical trials is essential to optimize clinical care. This shift was driven by the recognition that patient involvement enhances the quality, efficiency, impact, and outcomes of research (6). In addition, this shift was prompted by ethical and political considerations associated with the empowerment of patients and increased demand of accountability and transparency of public spendings (6-8). Despite this trend of increased patient involvement in clinical research, hardly any efforts have been made to improve patient involvement within the research in acute infectious diseases (9, 10).

Implementation of the perspective of patients in clinical research in infectious diseases is strived for and desired by clinicians, researchers, patient representatives, pharmaceutical industry, policy makers, and funders to improve the quality, relevance, recruitment, and dissemination of clinical research (11, 12). Most research has focused on augmenting the influence, significance, and evaluative efforts concerning the engagement of patients in clinical research (1, 4-11, 13-28). In addition, in a review of the literature several barriers and opportunities of patient involvement in clinical research for patients and researchers were discussed (9). However, these barriers and opportunities within stakeholders beyond the researchers remain unclear. Some studies addressed the patient perspective in clinical studies in infectious diseases (9, 10, 29-31). To the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive overview of factors related to integrating the perspective of patients in the design and conduct of clinical research in infectious diseases has not been reported. In addition, several studies investigated the opinions of patients and clinical researcher about patient involvement in clinical research (10, 23, 24, 26, 27). We aim to include a wider variety of stakeholders involved in clinical research to build a comprehensive overview of opinions, ideas, and perspectives. The inclusion of various stakeholders involved in clinical research in infectious diseases is important to direct the clinical research community towards optimal integration of the patient perspective in the design and conduct of clinical research (9). The inclusion of various stakeholders involved in clinical research in infectious diseases is important to direct the clinical research community towards optimal integration of the patient perspective in the design and conduct of clinical research (9, 32).

Our qualitative study aims to explore perspectives, ideas, and opinions related to integrating the perspective of patients in the design and conduct of clinical research in infectious diseases...
among all stakeholders involved. In the context of this paper, we refer to patients as people who
have experience with infectious disease and participation in a clinical study.
Materials and Methods

This qualitative study was approved by the ethics committee of the University Medical Centre Utrecht (UMCU): 23U-0086. Consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative studies (COREQ) (33) are reported in supplementary table 1.

Study population

Between March 2023 and June 2023, stakeholders involved in the field of clinical studies related to infectious disease were purposely sampled. Eligibility criteria were being a Dutch or English-speaking adult (>18 years) and experienced with infectious disease clinical studies. To ensure maximum variation, we included participants who differed by gender, age, and expertise. Sampling was scheduled to stop after a priori thematic saturation was reached (34).

Data collection

Potential participants could contact K.A.G.J.R. to make an appointment for the interview, which was confirmed by e-mail with more information about the study aims and interview procedures. All interviews were audio-recorded and conducted via Microsoft teams (n=13). Participants received no reimbursement for their time.

Semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted using an interview topic guide using constructs from the Consolidated Framework for Intervention Research (CFIR) (35) and feasibility framework of (36). The interviews explored perceptions and acceptability in relation to integrating the perspective of patients in clinical studies focused on infectious diseases (table 1). In addition, the implementation and practicality of the patient perspective in clinical studies were explored. The topic guide was pre-tested during three pilot interviews and subsequently revised.

The interviews were conducted by K.A.G.J.R., an experienced social science researcher and I.V. a MSc medical student. The interview started with an introduction of the study and an explanation of the interview. Next, the interviewer discussed the informed consent orally with the participant and asked whether the stakeholder had any questions. Open-ended questions were used to stimulate stakeholder’s own interpretation, and stakeholders were encouraged to elaborately describe their point of view. Prompts were used to further encourage deliberation. During the interviews, notes were taken to describe nonverbal communication. Finally, the stakeholders were asked to provide background information. Interviews lasted approximately 45 minutes and were conducted in Dutch (n=12) or in English (n=1).
Table 1 Interview topic guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Example question or description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Introduction of the interview, researcher, and participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability</td>
<td>Can you elaborate on the added value of the patient perspective in clinical studies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative advantage</td>
<td>What are advantages of integrating the patient perspective in clinical studies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are disadvantages of integrating the patient perspective in clinical studies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer setting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient needs &amp; resources</td>
<td>To what extent are you aware of the needs, perspectives, and wishes of patients with regards to integrating their perspective in clinical studies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>What are barriers of integrating the perspective of patients in clinical studies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are facilitators of integrating the perspective of patients in clinical studies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner setting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readiness for implementation</td>
<td>Can you elaborate on creating a patient outcome measure?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can you elaborate on the process of working with patients in creating outcome measures?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can you elaborate on your experience with working together with patients to integrate their perspective in clinical studies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What do you need to apply the patient perspective in clinical studies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual characteristics</td>
<td>Can you summarize your experience with integrating the patient perspective in clinical studies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Constructs and questions derived from Damschroder et al., (35, 37) and Bowen et al., (36)

Data analysis

The data analysis consisted of several stages and two cycles (38). A priori thematic saturation was evaluated after the first and second cycle. By the completion of the second cycle, a priori thematic saturation was achieved (34). The scheduled interviews were still conducted (38).

Verbatim transcription was applied to the interviews. A methodical examination of the data was carried out by K.A.G.J.R. and S.M., employing Braun and Clarke's thematic analysis (39) to facilitate transformation of the data (40). Our analytical aim was to engage in interpretative thematic analysis, transcending mere description, and delving into the underlying explanations inherent to the data (39, 40). Independent coding of the data was undertaken by both researchers, followed by consensus-building discussions. The analytical process was fortified through a peer review with an expert in clinical research (T.t.D.) (39). Guided by the stages of qualitative analyses (39) (see table 2), recurring themes, concepts, and patterns within the data were discerned. NVivo, version 20 (41) was employed as a supportive tool for data analysis.

Translations of Dutch quotations into English were meticulously executed by K.A.G.J.R. and S.M. using the forward-backward translation method. Ensuring the reliability of the data analysis, we adhered to the 15-item checklist articulated by Braun and Clarke (39). This checklist provided an additional layer of rigor to the analytical process.
## Table 2 Stages of thematic analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Familiarization of data</td>
<td>K.A.G.J.R. and S.M. transcribed the data, re-read transcripts, and initial ideas were noted down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Generating initial codes</td>
<td>K.A.G.J.R. and S.M. systematically applied coding to the entire dataset using NVivo. This process involved the grouping of relevant codes in the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Searching for themes</td>
<td>K.A.G.J.R. and S.M. engaged in a process of aligning distinct codes, orchestrating potential themes where all pertinent data were systematically coded and aggregated within these emerging themes. Following this, a deliberate exploration by K.A.G.J.R. and S.M. revealed additional patterns and repetitions within the data, facilitating a departure from the initially addressed subjects. This approach generated a thematic map.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Reviewing themes</td>
<td>K.A.G.J.R. and S.M. meticulously examined coded excerpts corresponding to the identified themes, seeking out consistent patterns. Following this initial review of the coded extracts, transcripts underwent a thorough re-reading, aimed at assessing the soundness and authenticity of the identified themes. This dual review process involving the coded excerpts and transcripts ensured a rigorous evaluation of the extent to which the themes captured the essence and meaning inherent within the data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Defining and naming themes</td>
<td>K.A.G.J.R. and S.M. consistently refined each theme, ensuring that the narrative captured within the data was accurately conveyed through the refined thematic constructs. These developed themes subsequently underwent a peer review process by a clinical research expert (T.t.D.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Producing the report</td>
<td>K.A.G.J.R. and S.M. curated compelling examples – direct quotes – extracted from our data pertaining to the themes identified and research question. These illustrative quotes shaped the narrative of our comprehensive report.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stages derived from the thematic analysis of Braun and Clarke (39).
Results

Participant characteristics
Thirteen participants were scheduled and participated in the interviews. Eight of interviewed stakeholders were female and five were male. Age ranged between 30 and 59 years, with a mean age of 44.7 years old. Of the thirteen stakeholders, six were (clinical) researchers, two represented pharmaceutical companies, two were involved with policy making, and three were patient representatives.

Synthesizing stakeholder perspectives: implications for patient involvement in clinical research about infectious diseases
Stakeholders shared their experiences and perspectives towards involvement of patients in clinical research in infectious diseases. Despite their various backgrounds and expertise, all stakeholders agreed that the patient perspective is important for the quality, relevance, recruitment, and dissemination of clinical research. They believed that patient involvement in clinical research may improve treatment guidelines. Stakeholders shared multiple facilitating and impeding factors related to patient involvement. Two main themes and several sub-themes were explored in the following sections.

Endeavor to transcend the existing paradigm in clinical research
Participating stakeholders were aware of recent developments related to patient involvement in clinical research in infectious diseases, such as empowerment of the public during the COVID-19 pandemic. Within the light of these developments, researchers mentioned that patients, patient representatives, and society demand more patient involvement in research. Many stakeholders noticed a top-down demand for involvement from patients, for example, from funding parties, as illustrated by quote 1 (see table 3). Stakeholders observed that currently, funders require patient involvement in the design of studies. Clinical researchers reported the added benefit of increased involvement of patients. For instance, a stronger link between the chosen trial outcomes and the needs of patients. Despite the increased attention for patient involvement and the perceived added benefit, stakeholders observed no increase in patient involvement in clinical research in infectious diseases (table 3, quote 2).

To following sub-themes, describe and explain how stakeholders perceive the developments regarding the developments towards an increase in patient involvement in clinical research in infectious diseases.
Enthusiasm for integrating patients into the design of clinical research in infectious diseases

Many stakeholders shared a piqued interest in patient involvement in clinical research in infectious disease. Interest seemed to differ between stakeholders. Clinical research expressed this interest as an intrinsic motivation to ensure that healthcare is in the best interest for the patient (table 3, quote 3). Patient representatives expressed an interest to ensure that patient participation and involvement is a priority in clinical research in infectious diseases (table 3, quote 4). Some stakeholders aim to ensure that the experiences of patients are heard, and that decisions in clinical research are made based on the wishes of patients. Stakeholders emphasized that outcomes of clinical research in infectious disease are based on assumptions of clinical researchers about what patients find important (table 3, quote 5). Several stakeholders acknowledged to not explore the perception and experience of patients. For example, stakeholders explained that working with patient representatives never provides a representative overview of all affected patients, leaving room for disparity between research and end users.

Evolving patient empowerment: ‘nothing about us, without us’

Stakeholders explained that patients are increasingly more empowered to participate in the design and conduct of clinical research in infectious diseases. They believed that this increased empowerment was inspired by situations, such as COVID-19. Clinical researchers and patient representatives shared examples of patients striving for equality in conversations to feel taken seriously (table 3, quote 6). Striving for equality was also observed in conceptualizing the design of new clinical research. Stakeholders underlined the need for important outcomes for patients, which may differ from outcomes deemed important by researchers (table 3, quote 7). This difference in perceived importance and strive towards equality was believed by stakeholders to possibly cause some unrest because it was perceived to diminish the ivory tower of research.

Gaining insight into the ivory tower

Stakeholders mentioned an ivory tower in research. They explained this phenomenon as a privileged position of power of clinical researchers, in which they felt – as it were – superior to patients as illustrated by quote 8 (see table 3). Often, clinical researchers make decisions about the design and conduct of clinical research without involving patients (table 3, quote 9). Stakeholders were able to observe this phenomenon in clinical research in infectious diseases and highlight key aspects of this phenomenon as explained in quote 10 (table 3) and the following sub-theme, but they were unable to determine how to resolve this phenomenon.
Factors underpinning the power dynamics of the ivory tower in clinical research

Stakeholders were able to identify several factors that maintain the phenomenon of an ivory tower in clinical research in infectious diseases. A persistent factor that was mentioned many times was the difference in knowledge, expertise, and language used by clinical researchers versus patients or patient representatives, as explained in quote 11 (table 3). Clinical researchers explained that a patient or patient representative is not often able to follow along with the knowledge, expertise, and language of professionals. This phenomenon was referred to as health literacy, as illustrated by quote 12 (table 3). Patient representatives underlined that, because of this gap, communication takes time and is sometimes difficult. In addition, a maintaining factor of the ivory tower phenomenon is the importance attributed to the assumptions of key researcher and clinical researchers. Stakeholders explained that for specific infectious diseases there are key opinion leaders valued by funders, such as the pharmaceutical industry (table 3, quote 13). Quote 14 explains how these key opinion leaders influence the research agenda, and thus, the conceptualization and space for involvement of patients in the design and conduct of clinical research (table 3).

Stakeholders’ perceptions about foundations for meaningful patient engagement

Stakeholders mentioned that several conditions are required to involve patients in clinical research in infectious diseases. Many of these conditions were labeled as practical by stakeholders, which is illustrated by quote 15 (table 3). Stakeholders often stated a lack of time and money to design and conduct research (table 3, quote 16). Next, the lack of knowledge and expertise to involve the patient perspective was emphasized by all stakeholders (table 3, quote 17). Ideally, patients, and clinical researchers would speak the same language but currently this gap was highlighted as a barrier in integrating the patient perspective in clinical research in infectious diseases. Efforts were made to bridge this gap. One patient representative explained that their organization trains patients to ease their involvement in the design and conduct of clinical research.
### Table 3 Quotes supporting endeavor to transcend the existing paradigm in clinical research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Sub-theme</th>
<th>Quote #</th>
<th>Final quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endeavor to transcend the existing paradigm in clinical research</td>
<td></td>
<td>Quote 1</td>
<td>Nowadays it is simply a required part of ZonMw grant applications to include patients. You can’t really ignore them anymore, but I think that is a good thing. [clinical researcher]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quote 2</td>
<td>I think we are still in the old culture. Now, the focus is on the medical side of research. If there is more and more research that includes the patient perspective, that will become the new norm at some point. [pharmaceutical representative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enthusiasm for integrating patients into the design of clinical research in infectious diseases</td>
<td>Quote 3</td>
<td>I just think it’s really important that the developments that are taking place within healthcare actually benefits the patient. Ultimately, patients are the ones who really matter. Yes, I really am the patient advocate and I think it is important to give the patient a voice in my work. [patient representative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enthusiasm for integrating patients into the design of clinical research in infectious diseases</td>
<td>Quote 4</td>
<td>Yes, certainly for us, patient participation is the most important thing. Everything we do is from the patient perspective. And we notice that especially PROMS [patient reported outcomes measures] are very important for patients [policy maker &amp; patient representative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evolving patient empowerment: ‘nothing about us, without us’</td>
<td>Quote 5</td>
<td>It is a study that has been designed by the research. With our ideas and perceptions. I believe to have a general idea of what people [patients] think and want. But it might be a good idea to ask and measure it once… [clinical researcher]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evolving patient empowerment: ‘nothing about us, without us’</td>
<td>Quote 6</td>
<td>You both have your own expertise. One [the researcher] has the expertise in data collection and analysis. But the other [the patient] possesses the experience of what it’s like to live with infection diseases, both before and after treatment, or over an extended period. Together, you determine what the research is about, what is important, and what you want. Yes, what are the outcomes you strive for. That you really work together and see each other as full partners. [patient representative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evolving patient empowerment: ‘nothing about us, without us’</td>
<td>Quote 7</td>
<td>If you are trying to bring something like this about [involving the patient in clinical research], then you need a balance [for both perspectives]. Just have a discussion with someone. Ask: ‘how do you weigh being a day longer in the hospital against a higher chance of mortality?’ That’s almost impossible to do. … I think it’s going to be very difficult to implement such a procedure. But I do think it’s worth trying. Because now if you look at outcomes of clinical trials then they report usually all these outcome measures, such as mortality and hospitalization time… Things like that. And you also leave it to the person who reads and interprets that study to form an opinion on that [these outcomes]. But if you can create a consensus opinion … that would be additional information [clinical researcher]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This occurs quite regularly, for example, in guideline development, and it really depends on which guidelines. Some are genuinely enthusiastic about it, but we also have examples of guidelines where it's still somewhat challenging to incorporate the patient perspective. Because the doctor knows it better and they make the decisions, and sometimes you notice that patients aren't given enough opportunity to express themselves. [policy maker and patient representative]

That researcher in their ivory tower has no idea what's going on. You must be careful. [male, clinical researcher]

The international scientific community is often quite influenced by a few egos. These egos are prominent in that field and conducting numerous studies in that field, publishing extensively about it. You know science is... I just... There are a few very important people who have very strong opinion [about involving the patient in clinical research]. They dominate professional literature, I think. [clinical researcher]

I guess it's [a barrier for clinical researchers to perceive patient involvement enthusiastically as an added value] because it's easier to talk to colleagues, right? You can discuss things easier with your own colleagues because you have the same training so that of course helps enormously. You know? And [with patients involved] before you know it, you're also saying something like... You just must be a little more careful with your words. It just takes more energy [a meeting with patients]. You sometimes must give a lecture. It takes more effort; it takes more time. [clinical researcher]

To explain, I think a lot of people… the groups that we want to reach… People with low health literacy, People with low economic status, People with disadvantages… We just don't reach [with patient representatives], nor with research [patient representative]

The key opinion leaders as they are called, that's what the industry really listens to. All the management layer does is see if the key opinion leader/professor is satisfied with the program. And when the professor says boy, I don't really like it. Then the top management does that and then the whole program is stopped and then they start doing something else with the money. So, I think those key opinion leaders have a key role to play. [clinical researcher]

Often, the international research community is influenced by a few egos, those well-known in that field, who conduct a lot of studies in that field and publish a lot about it. Those are often not the youngest researchers, but researchers who have just been working in the field for a long time and who have, I believe, a firm and biased opinion about what they think is best [related to integrating the patient perspective]. [clinical researcher]

I think a lot of the considerations [about involving patients] are related to doing it right thing [to conduct good research for the patient]. Also [these considerations] are sometimes more of a practical note, not necessarily in a ‘I want, or I don’t want to do this’ type of way. Or even in a whether ‘I find it useful way’. [clinical researcher]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders’ perceptions about foundations for meaningful patient engagement</th>
<th>Quote 16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I don't think you can ever have enough time or money when it comes to clinical trials. [clinical researcher]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders’ perceptions about foundations for meaningful patient engagement</th>
<th>Quote 17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It is kind of a new field and I think that in terms of clinical trials, getting that type of information in there is often hard and that's more based just because the process of collecting patient information is new and time consuming. [pharmaceutical representative]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Considering the Future Landscape of Patient Involvement

Quote 18 illustrates the realization and desire of stakeholders observed to increase the involvement of patients in clinical research (table 4). Many stakeholders perceived a role for patients in the conceptualization of new clinical research in infectious disease (table 4, quote 19), but it was stressed that not every research opportunity is suited for patient involvement (table 4, quote 20). Stakeholders also noted that the role of patients cannot be the same in all types of clinical research. Barriers for patient involvement were acknowledged, and solutions to overcome these were also shared. For example, quote 21 illustrates an idea to start with patient involvement in clinical research during a medical education (table 4).

The following sub-themes explain in more detail facilitators and barriers perceived by stakeholders towards integrating the perspective of patients in clinical research in infectious diseases.

Understanding the role of patient-centered outcomes

Some stakeholders perceived patient-centered outcomes in clinical research as subjective and therefore secondary to more objective primary outcomes. This was related to the subjective experience a patient can describe compared to outcomes, such as reduced mortality. Several stakeholders perceived too much variety in the experience of patients, they believed these outcomes would not be useful in determining whether a medicine is efficacious to target an infectious disease (table 4, quote 22). However, as illustrated by quote 23, other stakeholders argued that this belief is outdated and that the impact of a new medicine to target an infectious disease should account for the relevance it offers a patient (table 4). Stakeholders acknowledged that the outcomes of clinical research result in treatment guidelines for infectious diseases. Currently, the hierarchy in determining primary and secondary outcomes is not influenced by the experience and meaning attributed by patients.

Interests at play in clinical research

All participating stakeholders expressed their own interests regarding the involvement of patients in the design, conduct, and impact of clinical research. Stakeholders recognized that patients, researchers, health insurance companies, and pharmaceutical companies all have their own agenda and aim to influence treatment guidelines with outcomes of clinical studies. Quote 24 explains how that the acceptance of a guideline is contingent upon obtaining approval from these different parties, where their independence on each other is apparent (table 4). Many stakeholders indicated a difference between chronic and acute infectious diseases, as shown in quote 25 (table 4). They noted that individuals with chronic infections tend to display greater
interest and attribute more significance to being actively engaged in clinical research, primarily due to the chronic nature of the disease. Stakeholders believed that patients with acute infections exhibit different priorities. In addition, they observed that patients with chronic infectious diseases tend to have more knowledgeable representation, and the presence of organizations is more prevalent.

Navigating the lack of clarity in the conceptualization of patient perspectives in clinical research

Stakeholders agreed that the variety and lack of clarity in outcomes measured used to capture the patient perspective does not aid the implementation of these outcome measures in clinical research. Furthermore, it remains unclear to the stakeholders which entity is accountable for the implementation of the patient perspective (table 4, quote 26). Worries were expressed by stakeholders regarding the rigor of research if outcomes measures represented the patient perspective. Some researchers agreed that patient reported outcomes (PROs) resemble clinical outcomes most and thus, are usable (table 4, quote 27). Others argued that this variety and lack of clarity reduces the feasibility, measurability, and reproducibility of results. This reduced the usability for outcome measures, as it is difficult to base treatment guidelines on inconclusive results (table 4, quote 28).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Sub-theme</th>
<th>Quote #</th>
<th>Final quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Considering the Future Landscape of Patient Involvement</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quote 18</td>
<td>Because it becomes clear that if you really want things to improve in healthcare, you must ask the end users. Those are the patients. [clinical researcher]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quote 19</td>
<td>In the ideal situation: First of all, you need each other. You both have your own expertise; one has the expertise of collecting data and analyzing it. But the other one who has the experience of what it's like to live with an infectious disease. [patient representative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quote 20</td>
<td>I don't think it's a bad development itself. Only sometimes it is a bit over the top. It must be done with every study and all the time, without exception. While there are actually no suitable patients to be found [to be involved with the design of a clinical study]. [clinical researcher]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quote 21</td>
<td>I do think it's essential that you already start teaching students how to do research. That's top down: ‘Let’s get the opinion of another patients. That's fun, right?’ Not: ‘that’s another check the box’ [involving a patient in a study proposal]. No. Involve a patient in research from the beginning, because then you get very valuable conversations about what matters. That provides your research more relevance. [patient representative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Understanding the role of patient-centered outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quote 22</td>
<td>It's [patient-centered outcomes] more subjective. It measures less of a direct pathological effect, but a, what shall I say, an experience of the disease. There is a large range [of experiences] between patients. It is also impressionable: patients can adjust their experience based on what they hope or think a medical professional expects from them. It seems to me that it is less valuable for determining whether a drug against infectious diseases work. [clinical researcher]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Considering the Future Landscape of Patient Involvement</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quote 23</td>
<td>I think that's great. I think that's the impact on the patient should be measured and more than just clinical outcomes because a lot of times what you'll see as a clinically relevant outcome is not relevant to the patient as the receiver. [pharmaceutical representative]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Quote 24</td>
<td>Well, you know, in all [the importance of patient participation], including for health insurance companies. And because, well, a guideline like this needs to be endorsed by three parties, which means it should also be signed by patient organizations. If that's not signed, then such a guideline won't be adopted. So, you have a problem because you simply don't have a valid guideline. Everywhere, it's increasingly apparent that patient perspectives, especially those through PROMs, are becoming more significant. To ensure providing the right and suitable care, you know? Something that's becoming more obliged. So, it's really in the interest of, well, physicians and healthcare professionals too. It's important that it's well incorporated, because otherwise, they...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
could encounter issues in delivering and getting their care reimbursed by insurance companies. If, you know, they want to do something that patients don't support. [policy maker & patient representative]

In the case of an acute infection, you're hospitalized, you know, you're more focused on survival. Or well, it catches you off guard, so you have other things on your mind, and you're not really preoccupied with those kinds of matters [participating in clinical research]. Whereas if you're aware that you'll be dealing with something as a patient for the rest of your life or for the coming years, you might also become more inclined to organize things, especially in the context of a chronic condition. [clinical researcher]

But well, who assesses the extent and, well, how or what? [in the context of implementing patient perspective] Yeah, I don't know. Should the METC do that then? I don't know.

Pros are kind of what people focus on. If we're talking about: ‘We want patient-based information’ It's almost always a PRO and I think this has to do with the fact that it's conceptually, the most similar to a clinical outcome. [pharmaceutical representative]

There is a lot of variation, including in what outcome measures are used in clinical research [PRO, PROM, PREM variations]. That also makes the comparability difficult.

You know the definitions [of PRO, PROM, PREM], they're all slightly different.

And if one study says, ‘We do see effects on this outcome measure’, the other study says: ‘We don't see any effect on another outcome measure’. What do you end up doing with that [information] in practice?

That creates a jumble of studies that all contradict each other. Clinicians don't know what to do with it [guidelines based on these different study findings]. You don't really know what to do with it, so I think that's not an effective way of doing research. [clinical researcher]
Discussion

Our thematic analyses illustrated the perceived importance of patient involvement in clinical research in infectious disease. Although barriers for integrating the patient perspective in clinical research were discussed, stakeholders underlined the importance for patient involvement for the quality, relevance, recruitment, and dissemination for clinical research in infectious diseases. Stakeholders believed money, time, expertise, clarity of conceptualization of patient involvement, and weighing perspectives of stakeholders to make designs would be needed to integrate the patient perspective in the design and conduct of clinical research in infectious diseases.

Our results demonstrate a vision stakeholders shared with regards to integrating the patient perspective in clinical research in infectious diseases. However, stakeholders were not able to identify a responsible party to ensure this vision would become a reality. A review of the literature investigated by Price, Albarqouni (9) illustrated similar findings related to unclear roles and boundaries. Many stakeholders in our study reported a lack of responsibility among involved parties, such as clinical researchers, pharmaceutical parties and regulating organizations, towards integrating the patient perspective in clinical research. A possible explanation for this lack of responsibility may be related to tensions and barriers observed (9, 13, 16, 19-21, 23, 24, 27, 42). For example, participating stakeholders seemed to perceive a tension between the wishes of patient representatives and those of clinical researchers in the choice of outcomes of clinical research. In addition, the lack of a shared language between patients and clinical researchers was perceived to hinder any form of collaboration by some. The perceived tension and barriers may reduce a feeling of responsibility and increase feelings of power among clinical researchers to integrate the perspective of patients themselves in their own clinical research.

The sub-theme “Gaining insight into the ivory tower” revealed a prevailing tendency to rely on the assumptions of key opinion leaders instead of the perspectives and experiences of patients. This was also observed in literature (6, 15, 17, 28). Many stakeholders, in particular patient representatives and clinical researchers, reflected on their respective roles in clinical research. For example, stakeholders described the tendency to rely on key opinion leaders as out-of-date from the perspective of the patient and other clinical researchers. We hypothesize that key opinion leaders could potentially serve as a facilitator in integrating the patient perspective in clinical trials (9, 35, 43). These key opinion leaders may function as champions in this
process(43) and highlight external benefits, strengths, and functionality to increase patient involvement (9).

Stakeholders indicated to not being able to describe the optimal level of patient involvement in clinical research in infectious diseases. Similar findings were observed in previous research (5, 9, 16, 18). Domecq, Prutsky (16) demonstrated an absence and support of a general method for including patients in the design and conduct of clinical research. This lack of expertise for meaningful patient involvement was also observed in a mixed method study conducted among trial managers and patients in the UK (26). Our qualitative results indicate that participating stakeholders struggled with the lack of scientific methods of integrating the perspective of patients regardless of their willingness to do so. A possible explanation of the lack of the knowledge on how to integrate the perspective of patients in infectious diseases might be related to a lack of expertise in patient engagement among clinical researchers. Clinical researchers may struggle to find the best way to communicate and involve patients in the design and conduct of clinical studies (9). Thus, patients may feel left out because priorities for clinical research are fixed before they are involved (9, 10, 26).

Finally, our results demonstrate that stakeholders perceive differences in integrating the patient perspective in acute versus chronic infectious disease clinical research. Patient participation has been effectively implemented in the process of decision-making and long term management in chronic diseases (44). However, less is known about the patient involvement within the domain of acute infectious diseases. Most research in the infectious diseases has focused on chronic infections, for example, HIV. Research about HIV has made substantial effort to identify the barriers and facilitators to patient engagement in HIV research and care (45, 46). These efforts have particularly concentrated on patient-related factors and the interactions between people with HIV and physicians (11, 32, 46-49). Research focused on acute infections is limited. We hypothesize that other interests during the occurrence of an acute infection, such as the focus on survival instead of quality of life and a lack of patient representativeness, may explain the absence of patient involvement in clinical research related to acute infectious diseases. Further research is needed to explore how to integrate the patient perspective in these settings.

**Strengths & Limitations**

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to explore the perspectives of various stakeholders about integrating the patient perspective in clinical research in infectious diseases. With triangulations with three researchers, we enhanced the credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability of our findings (50). There were also limitations, our
qualitative results uncovered themes, issues, perspectives, and ideas of societal significance, but these findings were not intended to be generalized beyond the study domain (51). Despite variations in the stakeholders’ disciplines, expertise, and backgrounds, the qualitative nature of our study prevents us from comparing differences among stakeholders.

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, our thematic analysis underlines that despite barriers, such as communication and expertise, stakeholders recognize the importance of integrating the patient perspective in clinical research in infectious diseases to improve the quality, relevance, recruitment, and dissemination. Key opinion leaders may potentially bridge these barriers and serve as champions for meaningful patient involvement. Further research is needed to address distinctions between acute and chronic infectious diseases in terms of patient involvement.
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